Cloud-Native Security

Security
Transcending Clouds
STRENGTHEN,
SIMPLIFY
SECURITY
LIBERATE,
AUTOMATE
DEVOPS

Stronger Security, Simpler Operations

WHY APORETO
Aporeto decouples security from the source code and the underlying network
infrastructure. Because security policies are associated with workload identities
rather than being implemented with a patchwork of network settings and
IP-oriented rules, they are more natural for DevSecOps to use and they always
remain current, even for large dynamic runtime environments where workloads
are frequently spinning up, shutting down and moving.
Protecting individual application components with fine-grained, automatically
generated security policies protects organizations from security breaches that
originate from within due to malicious intent or human errors. Aporeto
provides one consistent security model that works uniformly across data
centers, public clouds, private clouds, availability zones, VMs, and bare-metal
servers that may be using any infrastructure or orchestrators - without
requiring any changes to source code.

Customer
Quote
With Aporeto, we reduced the
complexity of securing our
Linux workloads across multiple
infrastructures using a security
layer that is elegant and
future-proofed.
Alec Chattaway,
Director Cloud Infrastructure Operations for Informatica
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Analyst
Quote
Security leaders require visibility
and control of workloads that
span physical and virtual
machines, containers and multiple
public clouds, all from a single
policy management framework
and console.
Gartner Market Guide for Cloud Workload Protection Platforms,
Neil MacDonald, March 22, 2017
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USE CASES
Crypto-Segmentation for
High-Value Assets
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Network traffic is segmented based on
automatically generated security
policies that are associated with
applications and components rather
than low-level TCP/IP-oriented
segmentation. This model tracks
dynamic application environments and
provides fine-grained security around
individual application components to
protect against internal security
vulnerabilities.

Hybrid,
Multi-Cloud Deployments
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Secure once, run anywhere.
Leverage one consistent,
application-aware security model to
protect your workloads spanning data
centers, hybrid and multi-cloud
environments. A simple security policy
provides encryption of data in flight
between components, wherever they run,
with no messy key management or
changes to source code.
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Security for Microservices
& Containers

Aporeto is fully compatible and extends
Kubernetes security with automatically
generated, editable security policies,
distributed policy enforcement for
scalability, real-time and historical
visibility of security, alerts for
anomalous behaviors, and decreased
complexity for DevSecOps whose
applications can span Kubernetes and
non-Kubernetes hybrid or multi-cloud
environments.

HOW IT WORKS
A runtime enforcer is easily deployed onto each
participating virtual or physical host to associate
fine-grain security policies with every application,
component, microservice or container. Security
policies are auto-generated as the enforcer
observes the running application. And because
they are patterned after human language,
security policies are easy to understand and edit.
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The runtime enforcer oversees and optionally
blocks traffic per the security policies. In the
NETWORK
process, the enforcer sends detailed monitoring
information to a centralized, scalable analytics engine that provides analysis, alerting, and application security dashboards. The
result is clear visibility of the real-time or historical security posture that is easy to understand and maintain, regardless of where
workloads are running. Just by creating a security policy, workload traffic can be encrypted by Aporeto with AES-256 encryption
with no key management burden.

IMPROVED SECURITY FOR KUBERNETES
Feature
Compatible with Kubernetes NetworkPolicy
Control ingress & egress traffic
Control traffic based on TCP/iP addresses and ports
Control traffic based on strong component identities
Editable security policies are automatically generated
Uses a highly scalable Kubernetes network plugin
Easiest way to set up and keep security setting current
Easily request data encryption between pods
Real-time and historical visibility of security & alerts
Spans Kubernetes and non-Kubernetes environmnets
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Kubernetes

Kubernetes
w/ Aporeto

Aporeto is a Kubernetes network plugin
that enforces the security policies specified
by Kubernetes NetworkPolicy resources in a
scalable way, and goes further to extend
and strengthen the security of Kubernetes
workloads with automatically generated
trusted identities for workloads, automated
creation of editable security policies,
distributed enforcement for scalability,
security policies that request AES-256
encryption, real-time and historical visibility
of security, alerts for anomalous behaviors,
and decreased complexity for DevSecOps
whose applications can span Kubernetes
and non-Kubernetes hybrid or multi-cloud
environments.
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KEY SECURITY FEATURES
Workload Identity

Crypto-segmentation

No Changes To Source

Crypto-segmentation uses the user-id,
labels, and runtime attributes of an
application or component to create a
secure identity that will later be used to
allow or deny access. This technique
isolates rogue workloads created with
stolen credentials and protects
high-value applications from hackers
who use a land and expand strategy.

Crypto-segmentation isolates individual
applications and components using
end-to-end authentication,
authorization and encryption using
dynamic PKI infrastructure.
Authorization is not determined only by
network reachability or user-id, but by
workload identity and explicit security
policies.

The enforcer uses the attributes of
running applications and components to
uniquely identify them so they can be
associated with the correct security
policies. Applying security does not
require any changes to source code.

The Enforcer

Security Policies

An easy-to-deploy userland enforcer
runs on each participating virtual or
physical host and registers itself with
the Aporeto CA to receive its trusted
identity and authority. The enforcer is a
proxy in front of the TCP/IP stack that
can deny all network traffic for
applications and components,
permitting only traffic for which there is
an explicit security policy that allows it.

A complete set of editable security
policies can be automatically generated
as the enforcers observe running
applications and components. And
because they are patterned after human
language, security policies are easy to
understand and edit. The security policy
editor provides DevSecOps with clear
visibility and the ability to fine tune the
security for workloads.

Built-in Encryption
Just by creating a security policy, the
traffic between any applications and
components can be encrypted with
AES-256. This requires no changes to
source code and does not require any
key management.

Distributed Enforcement,
Centralized Control
Enforcers are distributed to hosts for
scalability and are managed centrally
via GUI, CLI, or REST APIs.

BROAD INFRASTRUCTURE SUPPORT
Hybrid And Multi-cloud
Aporeto secures VMs, processes, containers,
serverless, and Kubernetes DaemonSets
across hypervisors, hybrid and multi-cloud
infrastructures. It’s fully compatible with
existing network infrastructure and
orchestrators including Kubernetes, Docker
Swarm, Mesos, ECS, DC/OS, and OpenShift.
Aporeto is commonly used in concert with
Chef, Puppet, and Ansible, to name a few
CICD tools. User identities can be managed
in Aporeto, which integrates with LDAP,
Google OAuth or certificates.
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Kubernetes Scalability
In Kubernetes, the responsibility for actually enforcing network policies falls on third-party network plugins. However, not all
network plugins are alike. Aporeto can be deployed as a Kubernetes network plugin that has been designed with scalability in
mind. It is fully distributed with no locks or shared state and yet has centralized control.

Beyond Kubernetes
Aporeto not only protects Kubernetes workloads in a more-secure and easier-to-administer way than using NetworkPolicy
resources, but it protects mixed environments where not all workloads are running on Kubernetes.

Service Delivery Options
Aporeto Security Service can be consumed as a service in the Aporeto multi-tenant cloud for convenience, or run by you for
complete control.
aporeto.com
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EASY TO MANAGE
Consistent Security Model

Automated Security

Security Policies provide a fine-grained,
consistent way to protect legacy applications
and cloud-native components from internal
and external threats regardless of where they
run. This is important because over half of
security breaches originate from within, often
due to human errors.

Because crypto-segmentation focuses on
applications and components rather than TCP/IP
addresses, it lends itself to automation and is ease to use.
The enforcers watch the application components as they run
and auto-generate editable security policies that provide full
coverage. The net result is that security policies perfectly
track dynamic environments and are always current.

Eliminate Stale Firewall Rules

Always Current

Security Alerts

It is common to find an incomprehensible
patchwork of hundreds of disparate
TCP/IP-oriented firewall rules used across sites
and clouds, many of which are obsolete,
creating security vulnerabilities. The problem
gets worse when microservices are in use.

Because crypto-segmentation is based
on individual application components
rather than TCP/IP addresses, it can
deliver fine-grained security that is easy
to understand, deploy and manage, and
it is always current.

Anomalous activity is detected
in real time, stopped, alerts are
raised, and logs are collected to
provide unrivaled real-time and
historical visibility.

Multitenancy

Clear Visibility
Enforcers transmit their telemetry information to a
centralized controller for aggregation, analysis, alerting
and to provide visibility of the real-time security posture
that is easy to understand and maintain as well as
historical recordings for forensics.

info@aporeto.com
Test Drive Aporeto
Sign up at console.aporeto.com

Multitenancy has been built into the Aporeto Security Service to
provide complete cryptographic isolation between companies,
divisions, business units and groups. Conveniently, each account
has an arbitrarily wide and deep hierarchical namespace with
inheritable security policies for child namespaces.

@aporeto

(866) 300-0224

www.aporeto.com
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